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Recently [7] Fack and Marechal classified the product symmetries of a 
UHF C*-algebra. Among these product symmetries there is a distinguished 
element si, whose fixed point algebra is UHF. (Since they dealt with product 
symmetries all fixed point algebras are automatically AF.) The symmetry s: 
is characterized, among product symmetries, by the property pm. This had 
been noted earlier by Kishimoto [ 151. 
DEFINITION. A symmetry /3 is said to satisfy ?Ym if there is a central 
sequence of self-adjoint unitaries (u,) such that I]/~(u,) + a,]1 --+ 0 as n + co. 
They show [7, Proposition 1.6.3; 15, Theorem 4.41 that if a product 
symmetry has this property it must “be” s:. We show that any symmetry, p 
possessing W, is conjugate to I @ s: (our Theorem 6). As a consequence we 
obtain that s: has an absorbing property. That is, given any symmetry y, on 
any UHF, y @ si is conjugate to z @ s: on A Q,,i, F, where F is the fermion 
algebra. 
The property %a provides an exact form of Rokhlin’s lemma in the 
algebra of central sequences and indeed gives stability [4] there. The proof of 
this follows the argument in (41. We note the start of a Rokhlin lemma for 
the algebra itself in Elliott’s result [6, Theorem 2.31. 
Our results have some bearing on the question of whether or not the 
crossed product of an AF-C*-algebra by a finite group is AF. (It is known 
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that no unital AF-algebra can be a crossed product by the integers [2].) 
Indeed, combining the Fack-Marechal results with our Theorem 6 we see 
that if p has property 22/co then the crossed product is AF (in fact UHF). 
This question regarding crossed products was raised for compact groups by 
Bratteli in [I]. Some useful comments are also contained in [lo]. 
We were influenced in our calculation by some results of Sutherland [ 111. 
Indeed these also played a role in [9]. 
The authors would like to thank Ed Effros and Masamichi Takesaki for 
stimulating conversations and warm hospitality during their stay at UCLA. 
1 
Throughout this paper with the exception of Proposition 1. A will be a 
UHF [8] C*-algebra whose tensor product decomposition contains infinitely 
many I2 factors. Consider the C*-algebra /“O&A), i.e., the C*-algebra of all 
bounded sequence of elements of A. Consider the ideal c,,(& A) of sequences 
(x,) such that ]]x, ]( -+ 0 as m -+ co, and let A”O denote I@‘(& A)/@, A). We 
shall use capital letters for elements in Aa. Note that A imbeds in Am as 
constant sequences. Of considerable importance will be the sub-algebra 
A, GAO0 of central sequences, A, = {(x,): V x E A, lim,,, ]( [x,, x] ]( = 0). 
This turns out to be a prime C*-algebra (for A UHF or prime AF) but this 
fact will not be used here. 
We remark that working in A”O lends clarity to our arguments, but is not 
essential. 
As in [3] automorphisms on A naturally give rise to automorphisms of 
Am by defining a(~,, x,,...) = (a(~,), a(~,),...). We shall keep the same 
notation for such automorphisms. The distinction between working on A or 
A”O will be apparent from the use of lower or upper case letters. We shall 
need parts of the following technical result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and A, be the central 
sequence algebra defined above 
(a) Any projection EEA, can be represented by a sequence of 
projections (e,), e, E A. 
(b) Any partition of unity E + F = Z in A, can be represented by a 
partition of unity (e,), (f,), where e,, f, are projections in A and e, + f, = I. 
(c) Any self-adjoint unitary U can be represented by a sequence of seF 
adjoint unitaries, (u,). 
ProoJ (a) If E E A, is a projection then, as in [4], we may assume E 
is represented by a sequence (x,), where 0 <x, <I. Since E2 = E, 
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xi -x, + 0, and so the spectrum of x, is concentrated near 1 and 0. A 
function of x, (as in [8, Lemma 1.61) then provides an equivalent sequence 
(e,) of projections. 
(b) Suppose E + F = 1 in A,. Using (a) we can lind a sequence, (e,), 
of projections representing E. One easily sees that (Z - e,) then represents F, 
giving the desired partition of unity. 
(c) U = U* iff U= E -F with E + F = I. Applying (b) to this 
partition of unity gives e,, f, such that e, +f, = I. Letting a, = e, -f,, we 
have our representing sequence. 
2 
From now on A will be a UHF C*-algebra. Since A is a UHF algebra we 
know that Int(A) = Aut(A). (This follows, for instance, from a deeper esult 
in [5].) Thus as in [3] there exists X, a unitary in Am such that a = Ad X on 
the imbedding of A in A,. We now proceed to adjust this element, making 
use of the freedom provided by working in Am. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be as usual and suppose a2 = 1. Let E, be 2 x 2 matrix 
units in A,. Then there is a unitary U E A” with Ad U = a on A c A a, and 
Ad Ua(Eij) = E,. 
Proof. Choose V, in A with limn+oo Ad v, = a. Let eb be representing 
sequences for E,. Since a(a(ef,)) = eb, choose v,~ with IIvnka(ek,) vn*,- 
ei]] < l/k. Let uk = v,, and U = {uJ. Clearly Ua(Eij) U* = E,. 
LEMMA 2. Let A and a be as in Lemma 1. Then there exists a unitary 
VEACOsuchthata=AdVonAcA’X)anda(V)=V*. 
Proof. Choosing U as in Lemma 1, one has Vu(U) E (Eij}’ since a* = t. 
Define I’= (E,, + E,, a(U*) U*) U. Then Ad V= a on A c A” since 
E,, , E,, and a(U*) U* are in A,. Moreover, a(v) = a(E,, U + E,,a(U*)) = 
U*E,, Vu(U) + U*E,, U U* = a(U) E,, + U*E,, = V*. 
LEMMA 3. Let A and a be as in Lemma 1. Suppose there exists a 
projection E E A, such that a(E) = Z - E. Then there exists a unitary, 
W= W*EAa’such that a(W)= W, and a=Ad Won A cAa’. 
Proof. Let V be chosen as in Lemma 2. Then Vz E A, and we may 
suppose by taking a subsequence that VEV* = Z-E. Thus [ V2, E] = 0. Put 
W= ((Z-E) + EV-*) V, then Ad W= Ad V on A G A”O. Moreover 
W=(Z-E)V+EV*=VE+EV*=W*anda(VE+EV*)=V*(Z-E)$ 
(Z-E) V=EV* + VE= W. 
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LEMMA 4. Let E E A, be a projection such that a(E) = Z-E. Then 
there is a representing sequence (e,) of projections, for E, with 
a(e,)= 1 -en. 
ProoJ Let U= 2E -Z, then a(U) = -U. Take (u,) to be a representing 
sequence of self-adjoint unitaries such that a(~,) + u, + 0. Define 
0, = (u, - a(u,))/2, for large n, u, - u, + 0 and U, is invertible and self- 
adjoint. Taking the polar decomposition u,, = w, 1 u,, 1 we see that w, is a self- 
adjoint unitary and a(w,) = -w, . Let e, = (1 t wJ2. 
LEMMA 5. Let A, a be as in Lemma 3. For all E > 0 and a, ,..., a, E A, 
there exists e E A with a(e) = 1 -e, u = u* a unitary, with ueu = 1 -e, 
a(u) = u and 
II [e9 ail II < -5 
(*I 
I(UaiU - a(aJl -C E; i = I,..., n. 
Proof: First note that we may choose x, a uriitary and e satisfying (*) 
with [la(x) -x1( < E, ((x-x*/l < E, and [(xex - (1 - e)II < E, since A, a fulfill 
the hypotheses of Lemma 3. Now choose w, unitary, I( w - II) < 8 and 
wxex*w* =I--, [8]. Then /Ia - wxI( < 3.5 and I( wx - (wx)*ll < 3~. 
Define u = wxe t e(wx)*, then t, = ~1 * and vev = Z - e. Moreover, II u - x I( < 
(( wxe t (wx)*(l -e) -x/I. But (1 (wx)* - wxll < 3~ so that IJY -x/J < 4~. 
Thus there is a unitary v satisfying (*) with IIa(u) - u (1 < 6~ ueu = 1 - e, 
u = v * and a(e) = 1 - e (by Lemma 4). 
Now let y = (U + a(v))/2, we have y = y*, ab) = y and ye = (1 - e)y. The 
last equality holds because ue = (1 - e)o. But then Iv’, e] = 0, so that 
[I y J, e] = 0. Writing y = u (y ( as the polar decomposition of y 0, is invertible 
as long as E is small enough), we have, ue I y ( = u ly (e = (1 - e) u (y 1 so that 
ue = (1 - e) u. Clearly u is a self-adjoint unitary such that a(u) = u. 
Moreover I/y-x/l < 7.5, so that ~lu-xJI<~~y-xII -t)Iu(l -Iyl)ll < 21~ and 
(*) still holds. 
THEOREM 6. Let A be as above, a E Aut(A), a2 = 1. Suppose there is a 
central sequence (u,) of self-adjoint unitaries with Ila(u,) + u,)( --t 0 as 
n-+ a. There is a splitting of A as F Brnin (F’ n A) with a conjugate to 
sl@ I on F amin (F’ n A), with F, a hyperflnite C*-algebra of type 2”. 
Proof. We follow [3]. By the assumptions of the theorem there exists a 
self-adjoint unitary U E A, such that a(U) = -U. Hence we have the 
hypotheses of Lemma 4 fulfilled. Let E, 1 0, and suppose u and e are such 
that u=u*, ueu = 1 - e. We shall denote by ei,j the 2 X 2 matrix units 
constructed from e and u and choose E, so that 
II [UT XIII < 2% ; 
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Let (ai} be a dense sequence in A. We shall construct by induction a 
sequence k~,jJl,j=o,l of mutually commuting matrix units with the properties 
that (writing uk = ei, + e:,,) 
(A) II I& ~1 II < $ for p < k 
(B) ]( Ad U’U* *‘* u”(a,,) - a(a,)ll < &k for p < k 
(C> 44,j) = ef+l,j+ 13 mod 2. 
To begin, we note that Lemma 5 implies that we may satisfy (B) and (C). 
Note that (A) is vacuous for k = 1. Suppose then that we have constructed 
the matrix units {ef.j} k = l,..., n, i, j > 0, 1. The only properties of a that we 
used to reach the conclusions of Lemma 5 were that GI E It(A), a* = I, there 
are EEA, such that a(E) = I - E and 2 x 2 matrix units in A,. All of 
these properties hold for the cornmutant BC of B in A, where B is the algebra 
generated by {ef,j] 1 < k Q n). 23 is invariant under a and is given there by 
Ad u, where u = u’u* ... u”. 
Now choose matrix units [see 3],f’*,, for B and write a, = Cn,8 bP,*4 f’,. 
for p < n + 1 with bp,,, E Be. Apply Lemma 5 to a\B” and take E = E,+, , 
with the elements bp,,, playing the role of the ui in the lemma. Choose (by 
Lemma 5) IP+‘, en+’ so that ]]~“+‘bp~,~u”+~ - a(b”,,o)ll and (( [e”+‘, bL,,]II 
are sufficiently small for all 1 <p < n + 1 and all a, p so that 
I( Ad ulu*,..., ~“+‘(a,) - a(u,)ll < E,+, . Additionally we can guarantee 
II Ien+ I, Ui]\\ < &,+I, for p= l,..., n + 1. We now make sure that condition 
(A) is satisfied. Indeed what we need to control is I/ [u”+ ‘, a,]]]. But 
II Ad @,> - G,> II < E, for p < n (where u stands for u ’ .e. u”) and 
11 Ad uu”+’ (a,) - a(u < E, for p <II -I 1, so that (1 (u”+‘, a,] I] < F, + E,+, 
for p < n + 1. This completes the inductive step. 
Let F denote the algebra generated by the {e:,j}. F is a hypertinite C*- 
algebra of type 2’O and by Theorem 1 of the Appendix. F splits A and A - 
F 0 min (F’ n A). Moreover if x E F’ n A, a(x) = x by (B) and if x E F, 
a(x) = s:(x) by (C). 
COROLLARY 7. With A and a us in Theorem 6, a is conjugate to I @ sl 
on A Omin F. 
Proof. We only need remark that (F’ n A) amin (F@,i, F) -A - 
A Omin F and s: is conjugate to z @ s: on F Brni,, F by 171. 
COROLLARY 8. Let /I be an arbitrary symmetry of a UHF C*-algebra. 
Consider si us defined in [ 71. Then /3 @ si is conjugate to I @ s: . 
ProoJ Since s: satisfies Pm, so does /3 @ s:. Now apply the theorem. 
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Remark. For this corollary one needs only that A be a simple, unital C*- 
algebra and that /? E Int(A) with p’ = z. 
COROLLARY 9. Suppose the VI is an involution which is outer conjugate 
to si, then w is conjugate to si. 
ProojI This is immediate from the theorem. Note that this also follows 
from the stability of s:. 
In [3] Connes introduced the notion of stability for a periodic 
automorphism (see [4, Theorem 2.1.3 for the aperiodic case.] 
DEFINITION. An automorphism a of period p is stable if any unitary u 
satisfying us(u) a.. a”-‘(u) = Z is of the form v*a(v) with v unitary. 
We now establish the relationship of stability and the property Pm. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let A be as above. An automorphism a, of period two, 
is stable on A, if and only if it satisfies property %/m on A. 
Proof. The automorphism a possesses property %‘oo if and only if there 
exists a self-adjoint unitary U E A, such that a(U) = -U. 
That g’oo implies stability is in Connes’ paper 141. In fact since a has pm, 
there is a projection E E A, with a(E) = Z - E. As in Lemma 2.1.4 of [4] 
we can suppose [E, V] = 0, where V is any fixed element of A,. If then V is 
given satisfying Va( V) = Z, define W = (Z - E) + a( V(Z - E)). One easily 
verifies [4, p. 3991 that W*a( W) = V. 
Conversely let a be stable on A,. From our assumptions on A there is a 
system of matrix units {Ef,}r,,=o,l in A,. We choose a unitary UE A, 
with Ad U(E,,) = a(,??,,), i, j = 0, 1. Then a(U) UE (E,,}’ so that 
X= E,, + E,, a(U) U is a unitary. Moreover Ad X U* a(E,,) = E,, , and 
a(XU*) = UE,, U*a(U*) + UE,, U*U = a(U*) E,, + UE,, = (XV*)*. 
Thus XU* is a cocycle. Since a is stable on A, we can choose WE A, 
with XU* = W*a( W). Defining F = WE,, W* we have a(F) = 
a(W) a(E, ,) a( W*) = a(W) UX*E,JU*a( W*) = WE,, W* = Z-F. This 
completes the proof (see [4, Lemma 2.3.31 for the aperiodic case). 
APPENDIX 
We now conduct a (minor) variation on a result of McDuff [ 121 following 
in fact the generalization presented in [4, Lemma 2.3.61. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a simple unital C*-algebra and M, a mutually 
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commuting family of type I,k subfactors of A. Suppose that 
Ck suPlIE( )I [a, xi]\1 < CO for a dense sequence {Xi} in A. 
Then A - F @,,&F’ n A), where F is the UHF C*-algebra generated by 
the {Mk\. 
Proof. For each k let mk be Haar measure on the unitary group of M,. 
Define EJx) = I uxu*dm,(u). Clearly Ek(x) is a projection of A onto 
M;nA=M;. Define T,(x) = (ny EJ(x). Then the T, constitute a 
sequence of mutually commuting (the M, commute) expectations of A onto 
(U r=, Mk)C. We claim that the operators T, converge pointwise. For this, 
since I( T,)/ < 1 for all m, it is enough to show convergence on a dense subse- 
quence. We choose the {xi} on which to show convergence. By the 
hypotheses we have that Ck IIEk(xi) - xi\\ < co, for all xi. (Recall the 
definition of Ek.) But then defining x7 = (fly Ek)(x) = T,(xi) we. have 
(Since Em+~Tm=TmEm+~=Tm+~ and IIE,+l(xi)-xiI19SUP~E(Mk)V Ilk XiIII-) 
Now suppose x is arbitrary in A. Since (nr EL)(x) exists one has that x is 
the limit of x, = (nz EL)(x). N ow let F be the C*-algebra generated by the 
M,. We see that for each m, (nz E,J(x) belongs to the C*-algebra 
generated by M, ,..., M,-, and FC. This is so because the C*-algebra 
generated by M, ,..., M,,,- , , being a matrix algebra, factorizes (U z MJ’ f7 A. 
From these remarks we conclude that F and FC generate A. To complete the 
proof we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let F and A be as above, then 
A -F@ (F’ nA). 
min 
Proof. As F and PC generate A, they are both simple. Moreover, as F is 
UHF there is a unique C*-tensor product with F and F’, a result of Takesaki 
113, 14). Also the minimal tensor product of simple C*-algebras is again 
simple ( 13, 141. The map 
of F @ FC (algebraic tensor product) extends to a map of the maximal tensor 
product F @,,, FC onto A (since F and FC generate A). But since the 
minimal and maximal tensor products coincide this map is faithful, and so 
we are done. 
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Remark. (1) Clearly the inequality of the theorem may be arrived at by a 
corresponding inequality for the matrix units {ef,j) of the Mk. 
(2) It is not diffkult to see that the existence of matrix units in A, will 
result in a factorization as in Theorem 1. 
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